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Abstract

Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs), such as rotaxanes and catenanes, have captured 

the attention of chemists both from a synthetic perspective and because of their role as simple 

prototypes of molecular machines. Although examples exist in nature, most synthetic MIMs 

are made from artificial building blocks and assembled in organic solvents. Synthesis of MIMs 

from natural biomolecules remains highly challenging. Here we report on a synthesis strategy 

for interlocked molecules solely made from peptides—mechanically interlocked peptides (MIPs). 

Fully peptidic, cysteine-decorated building blocks were self-assembled in water to generate 

disulfide-bonded dynamic combinatorial libraries consisting of multiple different rotaxanes, 

catenanes and daisy chains as well as more exotic structures. Detailed NMR spectroscopy and 

mass spectrometry characterization of a [2]catenane comprised of two peptide macrocycles 

revealed that this structure has rich conformational dynamics reminiscent of protein folding. Thus, 

MIPs can serve as a bridge between fully synthetic MIMs and those found in nature.
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As molecules progress from linear forms to entangled forms, a rich spectrum of properties 

emerges from an increase of structural complexity.1 Prime examples in nature are the folds 

of proteins, which incorporate motifs of preorganized and entangled amino acid chains.1–4 

A dynamic yet precise structural alignment of functional units equips proteins and their 

complexes with a plethora of properties and functions. Chemists have recognized the power 

of spatial preorganization and have synthetically constructed novel types of intertwined 

architectures, in which molecules are held together by mechanical bonds5–7 while often 

retaining mobility of subcomponents in an assembly. Mechanically interlocked molecules 

(MIMs), such as rotaxanes and catenanes, incorporating mobile parts are promising 

prototypes to mimic processes carried out by nature’s biomolecular structures. Some of 

these smaller-sized artificial molecular machines with biologically inspired mechanisms8,9 

can, at least rudimentarily, resemble the by far more sophisticated operations of larger 

proteins. This has been shown by recent examples of artificial molecular motors10, pumps11, 

transporters12 or assemblers13. To achieve the level of structural and functional complexity 

in biological systems, however, a logical next step is the construction of artificial molecular 

switches and machines from natural building blocks such that these machines can operate in 

aqueous conditions.

It is somewhat surprising that both domains, biomolecular machines and their synthetic 

mimics, have little overlap in their chemical structures. Chemical synthesis often involves 

template-directed14,15 assembly of artificial components in organic solvents. Although 

various attempts16–20 have been made, applicable synthesis strategies for wholly peptidic 

MIMs similar in size to synthetic MIMs,21 have not been found yet. Elegant synthetic 

strategies that leverage the bisecting U motif of the p53 tetramerization domain have been 

developed to generate protein homocatenanes22,23, heterocatenanes24,25, and other entangled 

structures26. However, these mechanically interlocked proteins are much larger (~9 kDa and 

up) and bear only a passing resemblance to synthetic MIMs. While there is no hard size 

cutoff that delineates a peptide from a protein, we will use the term mechanically interlocked 

peptide (MIP) throughout the rest of this paper to refer to wholly peptidic systems 

comparable in size to synthetic MIMs. Syntheses of small hybrid systems made from 

biomolecules usually require synthetic support structures, such as crown ether/ammonium 

ion or metal coordination complexes, which remain in the structure. Rotaxanes,27–31 

catenanes,32–37 and molecular knots38,39 with hybrid structures, in which amino acids are 
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incorporated into such supports, have been reported. The challenge for synthetically derived 

MIPs without artificial supports arises from a lack of recognition motifs in peptides for 

template-directed synthesis in polar solvents.29 This makes the construction of even simple 

MIPs, e.g., peptide [2]catenanes, synthetically challenging.

Here we report on a dynamic covalent synthesis for topologically complex MIPs using a 

simple one-pot protocol in water. Previously we have demonstrated that the lasso peptide 

microcin J25 (MccJ25), a naturally occurring peptide [1]rotaxane, could be genetically 

engineered to program the formation of [3]- and [4]catenanes via disuflide bonding.40 Here 

we show that placement of Cys residues into different locations of the MccJ25 building 

block can be used as a precise tool to pre-determine the structure and topology of a 

self-assembled product. Structural selectivity is achieved without templating but instead 

by rational positioning of the Cys residues in the building block leading to a diversity 

of different complex structures. The synthesized set of MIPs includes [1–3]rotaxanes, 

molecular [c2]daisy chains, a lasso peptide with non-native chirality, [2–5]catenanes, and 

a double-lasso macrocycle. Detailed characterization of a peptide [2]catenane shows that 

MIPs can exist in stable conformations, which are accessible through co-conformational 

motion.

Results and discussion

Synthesis strategy and building block design.

A promising synthetic strategy for MIPs is the dynamic combinatorial chemistry approach, 

which can yield highly complex yet discrete assemblies as constituents in a dynamic 

combinatorial library (DCL).41 Self-assembly of thiol-decorated building blocks has been 

extensively studied as strategy to synthesize sophisticated molecular architectures via 

disulfide bonding.42–44 Prominent examples are DCLs studied by the groups of Sanders 

and Otto.45–49 Reminiscent of synthetic DCLs, the biosyntheses of naturally occurring and 

cysteine-rich peptides with knotted structures, such as cyclotides, are known to proceed 

through efficient oxidative folding mechanisms in dynamic equilibria.50

Lasso peptides are a class of ribosomally synthesized and post-translationally modified 

peptides with a slipknot-like structure.16,51 The entanglement is biosynthetically achieved 

by formation of an intramolecular isopeptide bond catalyzed by two enzymes. As a ‘pre

threaded’ molecule, lasso peptides are a well-suited supramolecular synthon for bottom-up 

self-assembly towards larger MIPs.18 MccJ25 (L1) is a 21 amino acid (aa) lasso peptide 

with an 8 aa macrolactam ring, an 11 aa loop, and a 2 aa tail, in which the residues Phe-19 

and Tyr-20 serve as sterically demanding residues (‘stoppers’) preventing the isopeptide

bonded ring from slipping off its thread (Fig. 1a).52,53 Multiple amino acid substitutions 

in the MccJ25 scaffold are well-tolerated in its biosynthesis.54–56 We hypothesized that 

rational substitutions by Cys residues in L1’s primary sequence and subsequent cleavage 

by a protease in its loop region would provide cysteine-rich [2]rotaxane building blocks, 

which can then selectively self-assemble into larger MIPs by disulfide bonding (Fig. 1b). 

We expect that the positions of Cys residues, in the otherwise structurally identical building 

blocks, dictate the resulting covalent connectivity and topology of the resulting MIPs. 
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The general strategy of generating [2]rotaxanes can be also applied to other lasso peptide 

scaffolds.57

MccJ25 variants L2–L8 were engineered with multiple Cys substitutions at 4 different 

positions (Fig. 2b, see Methods and Supplementary Information). Trypsinization40 cleaves 

variants with an additional substitution of Gly-12 with Arg (L4, L5, and L7) in the lasso 

peptide’s loop region between Arg-12/Cys-13 yielding [2]rotaxanes building blocks with a 

9 aa thread. In contrast, thermolysin58,59 was used for variants L2, L3, L6, and L8 and 

cleaves between Phe-10/Val-11 (Fig. 2a) yielding an 11 aa thread. Longer digestion times 

enable a second cleavage between Xaa-12/Ile-13. The selective Phe-10/Val-11 cleavage was 

confirmed by HPLC (Supplementary Fig. 2) and tandem mass spectrometry (MS2) with 

collision induced dissociation (CID) experiments (Supplementary Figs 16 and 17).

Synthesis of mechanically interlocked peptides.

Synthesis of MIPs is carried out in a one-pot, two-step protocol in aqueous solution: (1) 

enzymatic digestion and (2) in situ self-assembly of the generated [2]rotaxane intermediates 

driven by air oxidation (see Methods). The general synthesis strategy is demonstrated by 

the example of variant L5, which bears Cys-13 (loop) and Cys-5 (ring) residues as shown 

in Figure 1b and 3. We envisioned that this positioning of Cys residues could generate 

homomeric oligomers with architectures of molecular [cn]daisy chains.

Trypsin cleavage (Arg-12/Cys-13) of lasso peptide L5 quantitatively yields [2]rotaxane 

intermediate 5 as indicated by a mass increase of +18 Da and a retention time shift 

(Figs 3b and 3c). Air-driven oxidation generates DCL (5-2H)n consisting of homomeric 

constituents (n = 1, 2, …) with identical m/z values (Supplementary Figs 55 and 56). 

Isotopic patterns identify the isolated library members as a monomer, two dimers, and 

traces of trimers, with dimer (5-2H)2 (15.8 min retention time) as the major constituent 

(Fig. 3c, see Supplementary Information). CID experiments reveal a characteristic gas phase 

fragmentation pattern (Supplementary Figs 15 and 19) indicative of connectivity between 

Cys-5 and Cys-13 within the dimer. Thus, the preferred dimer exhibits a sterically favorable 

‘head-to-tail’ linkage with the overall structure of a molecular [c2]daisy chain. This is the 

first example of molecular daisy chains solely made from peptides. The [c2]daisy chain 

(5-2H)2 is formed in 72% yield after 1 day and 80% yield after 9 days, as determined by 

HPLC (Supplementary Fig. 3). We subsequently added dithiothreitol (DTT) to the DCL and 

quantitatively generated building block 5 in its reduced form (Fig. 3c, see Methods). Hence, 

the self-assembly process is reversible suggesting that multiple rounds of DCL formation 

can be carried out to drive the DCL towards a single desired product.

Kinetic profiles of DCL evolution (Supplementary Fig. 3) show that air-driven oxidation 

proceeds within ~2 h. Full oxidation of 5’s thiols was ensured by addition of iodoacetamide 

(Supplementary Fig. 4, see Methods). After this initial oxidation, the kinetic distribution 

converts, by disulfide exchange, into a thermodynamic one, which energetically favors the 

[c2]daisy chain (5-2H)2, in a slow equilibration phase over several days. To exclude effects 

of trypsin in the reaction mix, we repeated the oxidation with isolated, DTT-reduced 5 
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and found that the oxidation phase proceeded similarly. In accordance with the literature,60 

addition of DMSO (5 % (v/v)) slightly accelerates oxidation (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Steric and conformational constraints arising from an intramolecular disulfide bond, disfavor 

the monomer and amplify the [c2]daisy chain. Additionally, oligomerization may also be 

driven by supramolecular interactions of the building blocks in water (e.g. hydrophobic 

effects or hydrogen bonding).40 Although a dimer can adopt two different connectivities 

(Supplementary Fig. 19), a head-to-tail connectivity is preferred (80% vs 4% yield as 

determined by HPLC). Overall, the positioning of Cys residues pre-determines the [c2]daisy 

chain as preferred library member.

We were interested in demonstrating the broad applicability of our synthesis strategy by 

synthesizing different MIPs. Variants L2–4 and L6–8 (0.25 mM) were digested in aqueous 

buffer (Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 5, see Methods and Supplementary Information for 

HPLC and MS data). Building block 4 with only one Cys residue in the thread dimerizes by 

disulfide bonding between the N-terminal residues (Cys-13) into the symmetric [3]rotaxane 

(4-H)2 (m/z 1107.0, 73% yield). The structure and disulfide connectivity was confirmed by 

MS2/CID experiments (Supplementary Figs 22 and 23).

Since the macrolactam ring in a lasso peptide displays N-to-C sequence directionality, 

a particularly interesting stereochemical feature is that the lasso’s tail can be, in theory, 

threaded from different sides into the ring resulting in two mechanically chiral species. Thus 

far, only right-handed lasso peptides like MccJ25 (L1) have been found in nature. Building 

block L2 with spatially close Cys residues (Cys-5 and Cys-21) forms an intramolecular 

disulfide bond between tail and ring, which can only result in a non-native, left-handed lasso 

peptide after cleaving its loop. Indeed, digestion and oxidation generates [1]rotaxane 2-2H 

(m/z 1068.0, 49% yield) accompanied by a minor fraction of the side product 2-2H ΔN2 

(m/z 990.0, 34% yield), which is the same [1]rotaxane after a second thermolysin cleavage 

and loss of the N-terminal Val-Gly dipeptide (Supplementary Figs 20 and 21).

Building block 3 incorporates two Cys residues in its thread (Cys-12 and Cys-21) with a 

Cys/Cys sequence distance of 10 aa and self-assembles into a mixture of [2–5] catenanes. 

The resulting DCL consists of [2]catenane 3-2H (16.2 min, 11%), [3]catenane (3-2H)2 

(17.6 min, 52%) and minor amounts of [4]- and [5]catenanes (Figure 3d, Supplementary 

Figs 5 and 24–27, see below for a more detailed characterization of the [2]catenane). The 

[3]catenane has a head-to-tail structure consisting of two isopeptide-bonded 8 aa rings 

encircling a central, bis(disulfide)-bonded 20 aa macrocycle. The [4]- and [5]catenanes have 

different building block orientations and a central, disulfide-bonded macrocycle of 30 aa 

([4]catenane) and 40 aa ([5]catenane).

Building block 6 (Cys-12, Cys-13, Cys-21) forms an intramolecular bond between Cys-12 

and Cys-13 on its thread (Supplementary Fig. 30). A subsequent intermolecular dimerization 

of [2]rotaxane 6-2H via Cys-21 proceeds slowly, because this residue is sterically more 

shielded. However, building block 7 (Cys-21, Cys-13, and Cys-5) shows a more complex 

self-assembly behavior (Supplementary Fig. 31). A dimer ((7-3H)2) is the most abundant 

species along with minor amounts of a tetramer (Supplementary Fig. 33). In theory, the 6 
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cysteine residues in the homodimer can display 11 different connectivities (Supplementary 

Fig. 32). CID of the dimer revealed a Cys-13/Cys-13 and two Cys-5/Cys-21 connectivities 

indicating a daisy chain structure in which the ends are conjoined to form a closed loop, 

a double-lasso macrocycle (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Figs 33 and 34). Disulfide bonds 

within the dimer were further rationalized by a computational structure derived at the 

GFN2-xTB level of theory (Supplementary Fig. 6). These findings are reminiscent of 

reported chemical syntheses of double-lasso macrocycles from crown ether-based rotaxanes 

in organic solvents.61

Mixed DCLs and building block modifications.

Besides homooligomers, we were also interested in the synthesis of heteromeric constructs 

from mixed DCLs, which allows the exploration of a broader structural and topological 

space for MIPs. To exemplify this, dithiol building blocks 3 (catenane-forming) and 5 
(daisy chain-forming) were mixed and self-assembled in equimolar amount (Fig. 4a). LC

MS analysis after 2 days (Supplementary Fig. 7) reveals a mixture of monomers, homo- 

and heterooligomers without significant preferences for social or narcissistic self-sorting.62 

Thus, the three possible head-to-tail dimers, (3-2H)2, 3•5-4H, and (5-2H)2 are obtained in 

the statistically expected ratio of ~1:2:1, respectively (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 7). Based 

on this, the head-to-tail heterodimer 3•5-4H (m/z 1098.7, 27% yield) is the most abundant 

constituent. Dimer 3•5-4H has a [2]catenane structure exhibiting two mechanical bonds, in 

which the larger macrocycle is composed of a bis(disulfide)-bonded lasso structure.

Pre-programming of building blocks by substitutions with other amino acids than cysteine 

can be utilized as an additional tool to control a peptide DCL. Library (3-2H)n consists of 

several homomeric species in thermodynamic equilibrium. We anticipated that the Ser-18 

residues are spatially close in a head-to-tail dimer. We reasoned that substitution of Ser with 

a charged aa would lead to a shift in the DCL away from the homodimer. For building 

block 8 (Cys-12, Cys-21, Asp-18) with a S18D substitution (Supplementary Fig. 8), we 

observed a significant shift of the DCL (8-2H)n towards the monomer (62%) in comparison 

to building block 3 without S18D substitution (27% monomer) at a 100 μM concentration 

(Fig. 4b). Furthermore, in a mixed DCL, starting from equimolar amounts of building 

block 3 and 8, this effect prevails over the formation of the heterodimer 3•8-4H and drives 

the DCL towards monomer 8-2H (Supplementary Fig. 9). We assume that besides charge 

repulsion further inter-building block interactions and solvent effects play a role. These 

results demonstrate that even simple side chain modifications can be utilized to control 

equilibria in a peptide DCL.

A [2]catenane made from macrocyclic peptides.

Since their first discovery,63,64 synthesis of [2]catenanes, composed of two singly 

interlocked macrocycles, has been a major driving force for the field of mechanically 

interlocked molecules. To demonstrate that our DCL-approach is well-suited for a 

preparative-scale synthesis of MIPs, we were interested in the production and in-depth 

analysis of this fundamental molecular structure. Despite improved monomer formation in 

DCL (8-2H)n, the higher expression level of lasso peptide L3 (Supplementary Table 4) made 

the synthesis from DCL (3-2H)n more attractive. We performed its synthesis under high 
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dilution conditions (25 μM) and at optimized temperature (see Methods, Supplementary 

Fig. 10) and were pleased to obtain the [2]catenane 3-2H in 47% yield. After isolation 

from the DCL, the [2]catenane was stable in aqueous solution (pH 6.0) without signs of 

oligomerization or degradation after more than a week (Supplementary Fig. 10).

The intramolecular disulfide bond in [2]catenane 3-2H (m/z 1108) is reflected by a 

mass loss of 2 Da compared to building block 3 (Fig. 5b). Mass selection of the 

[M+2H]2+ ion followed by CID confirms the interlocked structure of the rings and 

demonstrates a characteristic property of [2]catenanes: a covalent bond must break to 

separate both macrocycles (fragments m/z 1015.5 and 1200.5). Disassembly in the gas 

phase, without fragmentation of the disulfide-bonded ring, indicates that partial pirouetting 

of the isopeptide-bonded ring through the annulus of the disulfide-bonded ring is possible 

(Supplementary Fig. 28). It is likely that the sequence Glu-8–Phe-10 is sterically demanding 

enough65 to prevent a complete 360° pirouetting of the isopeptide-bonded ring and that 

the observed dissociation in the gas phase results from partial co-conformational motion. 

Unthreading of [2]rotaxane intermediates in significant amounts was neither observed 

during CID nor in a heating experiment (95 °C, 2h) in solution (Supplementary Fig. 13).59 

Pirouetting of the isopeptide-bonded ring is presumably the favored degree of freedom on 

the otherwise restricted co-conformational energy landscape.

Additional insight into the [2]catenane structure came from a protease reaction using 

carboxypeptidase65, which removes the Phe-10 residue of the isopeptide-bonded ring 

without re-opening the disulfide-bonded ring (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 14, see 

Methods). The trimmed version of the [2]catenane was generated in 90% yield. The precise 

removal of only 1 aa demonstrates that MIPs are a promising synthetic platform suitable for 

post-assembly modifications66 including enzymatic transformations.

Evidence for a dynamic structure was provided by broadening and unusual fronting of 

the [2]catenane peak during HPLC purification (Supplementary Fig. 10). This fronting 

is consistent across different stationary and mobile phases (Supplementary Fig. 11 and 

Supplementary Table 6). CID experiments with the leading and trailing edges of the 

peak give similar fragmentation patterns (Supplementary Fig. 29) and re-injection of 

the HPLC-isolated peak’s trailing edge gives a peak with the initially observed fronting 

(Supplementary Fig. 12). We hypothesized that this unusual chromatographic behavior may 

emerge from a dynamic structure of [2]catenane 3-2H. Cis/trans isomerization of the Pro-16 

residue in wild-type microcin J25 (L1) has been recently identified to enable conformational 

exchange between two defined conformations.67 To test whether Pro-16 plays a role in 

the structural dynamics, we synthesized another [2]catenane made from the Ala-16 variant 

3 P16A (Cys-12, Cys-21, Ala-16). LC/MS analysis does not show the indicative peak 

broadening and fronting as observed for the similar [2]catenane 3-2H with Pro-16 residue 

(Supplementary Fig. 12).

The presence of defined isomers was further confirmed by NMR experiments in H2O/D2O 

(95/5) at 295 K (see Supplementary Information). A 1H NMR and a total correlation 

spectroscopy (TOCSY) spectrum display two related sets of sharp signals with an average 

ratio of peak intensities of 1:4 indicating the presence of the two species in a slow exchange 
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regime (Fig. 5d, Supplementary Figs 35 and 36). An atypical TOCSY pattern and chemical 

shifts helped us to identify the minor conformer of 3-2H as cis-Pro-16 form (Supplementary 

Figs 37 and 38). However, dispersed chemical shift differences between the cis (minor) 

and trans (major) form of 3-2H in the isopeptide-bonded and disulfide-bonded ring indicate 

that the change of chemical environment cannot only be localized67 on Pro-16 but is rather 

distributed on both macrocycles (Supplementary Fig. 37). Hence, we propose a mechanism 

of co-conformational transfer in which the Pro-induced conformational change of one 

macrocycle triggers a structural response in the other due to its constriction in the crowded 

ensemble. This is reminiscent of the pivotal role of Pro cis/trans isomerization in the folding 

of proteins.68

1H,1H exchange spectroscopy (EXSY, tm = 1.5 s, 295 K) shows no evidence for 

magnetization transfer and confirms a slow conformer interconversion on the NMR 

timescale (Supplementary Fig. 39). Although variable-temperature NMR (277 to 337 K) 

does not reveal peak coalescences, significant chemical shifts in the backbone amide region 

are observed while retaining sharp peaks in the spectrum overall (Supplementary Fig. 

40). Thus, the co-conformational states remain well-defined at higher temperatures while 

the rings exhibit local structural mobility.69 A subsequent cooling re-generated the initial 
1H NMR spectrum (Supplementary Fig. 41). The combined chromatography, MS, and 

NMR data suggests that [2]catenane 3-2H shows local mobility while existing in a slow 

equilibrium of Pro-16 cis/trans isomerization.

TOCSY and a nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY) NMR additionally 

reveal a wide chemical shift dispersion in the fingerprint region for both co-conformers, 

characteristic of highly structured peptides (Supplementary Figs 36 and 42 and 

Supplementary Table 7).53 Despite partial overlapping of the co-conformers’ peak sets in 

the TOCSY and NOESY spectra, we were able to generate a conformational ensemble for 

the major species (i.e. ground-state co-conformer)7 of 3-2H (Fig. 5e, Supplementary Figs 

43–45; see Supplementary Information). The disulfide-bonded ring preferably encircles the 

sterically less crowded region on the isopeptide-bonded ring between residues Gly-1–Ala-3. 

The isopeptide-bonded macrocycle is conformationally constrained while the disulfide

bonded ring is more flexible (Supplementary Fig. 45), which can be potentially ascribed 

to the larger circumference of the latter. A similar behavior is well-known for MccJ25 (L1), 

which displays a rigid ring yet a more flexible loop region.52,53 The residues excluded 

from the interlocked rings (Tyr-9, Phe-10, and Val-11) are less structured compared to 

the rings. These conformational properties were further supported by a 1 μs molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulation at 298 K and a B-factor plot (Supplementary Fig. 46) based on 

the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values of the MD trajectories (see Supplementary 

Information for details). The MD results indicate relatively defined conformations of both 

interlocked rings, with a slightly increased rigidity of the isopeptide-bonded ring over the 

disulfide-bonded ring, and high flexibility of residues 9–11.

MIP 3-2H is the first [2]catenane solely made from two macrocyclic peptides. With ring 

circumferences of 32 and 26 atoms (10 aa and 8 aa), [2]catenane 3-2H is similar in size 

to Sauvage’s copper-based [2]catenanes70 (30 × 30 atom rings) or Stoddart’s cylophane

based [2]catenanes71 (34 × 28 atom rings). The isopeptide-bonded ring (26 atoms) 
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resembles the dimensions of common synthetic macrocycles such as dibenzo-24-crown-8 

(24 atoms) or cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (28 atoms). Another compelling feature is the 

[2]catenane’s complex stereochemistry: both macrocycles have distinct faces characteristic 

for mechanically axially chiral72 catenanes. Both interlocked rings also display sequence 

directionality (Fig. 5a). Thus, the [2]catenane 3-2H is topologically chiral72 whereby only 

one isomer can be generated from the right-handed lasso peptide L3.

Conclusions

Here we show that mechanically interlocked molecules, including rotaxanes, daisy chains, 

catenanes and double-lasso macrocycles, can be solely made from peptides without synthetic 

supports. Using dynamic covalent self-assembly, these mechanically interlocked peptides 

(MIPs) are efficiently synthesized by a simple, one-pot protocol in water. All constructs 

are built from genetically engineered peptide building blocks and structural selectivity is 

predetermined by different positioning of Cys residues. The water solubility and peptidic 

nature of MIPs enable precise post-assembly modifications by enzymes. As shown by 

the example of a [2]catenane made from 32 and 26 atom-sized macrocyclic peptides, a 

crowded but partially dynamic structure exhibits co-conformational isomerism, reminiscent 

of the defined folding pathways of proteins. A dynamic structural exchange between well

defined co-conformations equips MIPs with excellent prerequisites for the construction of 

molecular switches and machines. MIPs without synthetic supports also enable the route 

towards artificial constructs with increased biocompatibility, for example for drug delivery 

or biomaterial applications. As a next step, functionality and stimuli-responsiveness need to 

be engineered into MIPs to provide motion control using external stimuli, chemical fuels 

or even chaperones. Enzymes such as peptidyl prolyl isomerase could be used to induce 

conformational changes. Furthermore, we have recently shown that thermally induced, 

reversible wheel translation in lasso peptides is possible, allowing for the introduction of 

further motion into the next generation of MIPs.57 Functional MIPs can provide the missing 

link to connect the worlds of synthetic interlocked molecules and nature’s sophisticated 

protein machinery.

Methods

Plasmid construction.

A set of genes encoding the variants was generated using our previously established methods 

(see Supplementary Information). Briefly, the plasmids contain the genes for a swappable 

wild type MccJ25 precursor (McjA), as well as for the maturation enzymes McjB and McjC, 

and exporter McjD. The plasmids also contain an isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside 

(IPTG) inducible promoter and ampicillin resistance gene. Site-directed mutagenesis was 

performed on the precursor gene mcjA, which was subsequently amplified by PCR and then 

ligated into the vector pJP73 from which the wild-type gene was removed. The sequences of 

all constructs were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
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Expression and purification of MccJ25 variants.

Plasmids were transformed into electrocompetent BL21 cells and plated onto lysogeny broth 

(LB) agar plates containing 100 mg/L ampicillin. Starter cultures were created by picking 

colonies into LB (5 mL, 100 mg/L ampicillin) and grown overnight at 37 °C. These cells 

were sub-cultured into M9 minimal media (500 mL) at a starting OD600 of 0.02, and grown 

at 37 °C. Upon reaching an OD600 of 0.3–0.4, cells were induced by adding IPTG to 1 mM 

final concentration. The cells were grown for 16–20 h at room temperature after induction. 

Afterwards, the culture was centrifuged, the cells were discarded and the supernatant was 

ran through a 1 g / 6 mL Strata C8 column. The column was eluted by adding MeOH (6 

mL) containing 5 mM DTT, the eluent was concentrated under reduced pressure, and the 

residue was taken up in 500 μL of a water/ACN (1:1) mix. The extracts were purified by 

semi-preparative HPLC (see Supplementary Information). Expression of all variants was 

confirmed by LC/MS and HPLC (Supplementary Fig. 1, Supplementary Tables 4 and 5). 

The variants were obtained in isolated yields between ~0.3–0.9 mg per liter of culture.

Preparation of peptide DCLs.

Peptides (0.25 mM) containing an Arg-12 substitution were trypsinized in (NH4)HCO3 

buffer (50 mM, pH 7.8). Sequencing-grade trypsin was added (1:50 ratio of trypsin 

mass:peptide mass) and the solution was left at room temperature in air for typically 1 or 2 

days. The DCLs were directly analyzed or purified via LC/MS and/or HPLC. Analogusly, 

peptides (0.25 mM) without an Arg-12 substitution were thermolysin digested in buffered 

solution containing Tris (50 mM) and CaCl2 (0.5 mM) at pH = 8.0. Thermolysin was added 

in a 1:50 ratio (thermolysin mass:peptide mass). The digestions were left at rt for 10 min and 

subsequently quenched by addition of formic acid (10 % in water) to a final concentration of 

0.5 % (v/v) for a single cleavage or for 1 day at rt. Digests were directly analyzed or purified 

by HPLC. Isolated building blocks (0.25 or 0.10 mM) were dissolved in (NH4)HCO3 buffer 

(50 mM, pH 7.8) to self-assemble the corresponding DCLs via air oxidation.

Preparative [2]catenane synthesis.

Dithiol 3 (25 μM) was dissolved in (NH4)HCO3 buffer (50 mM, pH 7.8) and heated to 37 

°C over 2 days. Afterwards, the reaction was quenched by addition of formic acid to a final 

concentration of 0.5 % (v/v). The mixture was frozen, lyophilized and the dry residue was 

dissolved in a minimal volume of water/acetonitrile (9:1) containing TFA (0.1 % (v/v)). The 

[2]catenane was purified by HPLC and obtained in 47% yield (determined by HPLC peak 

area). The rest of the DCL was isolated, reduced by DTT and the regenerated building block 

3 was used for additional rounds of DCL formation.

DTT reduction and iodoacetamide reactions.

DTT (100 equiv.) was added to peptides (0.25 mM) in buffered solution and the mixture was 

heated for 30 min at 55 °C. The mixtures were directly analyzed via HPLC. Iodoacetamide 

(100 equiv.) was dissolved in a minimum amount of water and added to a DCL (0.25 mM). 

The mixture was left at rt for 2 h and was then analyzed by HPLC.
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Carboxypeptidase assay.

[2]Catenane 3-2H (6 μg) was digested with 1 U carboxypeptidase B (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 

U carboxypeptidase Y in carboxypeptidase digestion buffer (50 mM sodium acetate, pH 6.0) 

with a total volume of 20 μL for 1 day at room temperature. The mixture was analyzed by 

LC/MS after 7, 17 and 31 h.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1: Strategy for a dynamic covalent self-assembly synthesis of MIPs.
(a) The mechanically interlocked structure of lasso peptide MccJ25 (L1) with highlighted 

stopper residues Phe-19 and Tyr-20 (cis/trans configuration of amide bonds is not taken 

into account). (b) Schematic representation of the synthesis protocol for MIPs made 

from engineered lasso peptides. After selective substitution of lasso peptide L1 by Cys 

residues, enzymatic cleavage of a Cys-decorated variant in its loop region yields [2]rotaxane 

intermediates which undergo dynamic self-assembly into topologically complex MIPs via 

disulfide bonding. The positioning of Cys residues controls the pathway selection and thus 

the product distribution in the resulting DCL. A desired MIP can be isolated from the DCL, 

is stable and can be subsequently modified and functionalized in aqueous solution.
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Figure 2: Synthesized set of Cys-decorated lasso peptide variants.
(a) Sequence of wild-type MccJ25 (L1) with highlighted substitution sites (orange) and 

predetermined cleavage sites (grey lines) in the loop region. Trypsin cleaves variants with 

a substitution by Arg-12 between Arg-12/Cys-13 (green rhombus) and thermolysin cleaves 

between Phe-10/Val-11 (purple circle). The link between Gly-1 and Glu-8 represents the 

isopeptide bond. (b) Set of engineered MccJ25 variants L2–L8 used in this study. (c) 

Structure of wild-type MccJ25 (PDB code 1PP5) with highlighted substitution and cleavage 

sites.
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Figure 3: Dynamic covalent self-assembly synthesis of different MIPs.
(a) Schematic representation of lasso peptide L5, [2]rotaxane 5 and [c2]daisy chain (5-2H)2. 

Addition of DTT quantitatively reduces dimer (5-2H)2 back to building block 5. (b) 

Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra showing isotopic patterns of L5 (top), 5 (middle) 

and (5-2H)2 (bottom) and (c) the corresponding HPLC traces. The most abundant species 

after 9 days is the head-to-tail dimer (5-2H)2 with the structure of a [c2]daisy chain (80% 

yield as determined by HPLC peak area). (d) Synthesis of [3]rotaxane (4-H)2, left-handed 

lasso 2-2H, [2]- and [3]catenane 3-2H and (3-2H)2 and double-lasso macrocycle (7-3H)2. 

Yields were determined by integration of HPLC peak areas. HPLC traces can be found 

in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Figs 5 and 33). Due to metastability 

of DCL (7-3H)n, a yield could not be determined (n.d.). Reaction conditions: (i) trypsin, 

(NH4)HCO3 (50 mM), pH 7.8, air; (ii) thermolysin, Tris (50 mM), CaCl2 (0.5 mM), pH 8.0, 

air; (iii) (NH4)HCO3 (50 mM), pH 7.8, air. Building blocks were assembled at a peptide 

concentration of 0.25 mM. DTT, dithiothreitol.
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Figure 4: Mixed DCLs and building block modifications.
(a) Mixed DCL incorporating dithiol building blocks 3 and 5.The hetereodimer 3•5-4H (m/z 
1098.7) is the most abundant constituent (see Supplementary Information for additional 

data). The bar chart displays the relative abundance of head-to-tail homo- and heterodimers 

in the DCL (3-2H)n(5-2H)n based on LC/MS peak area (see Supplementary Fig. 7). (b) Pre

programming of catenane-forming building block 3 by a S18D substitution yields building 

block 8. At equimolar concentrations, the DCL (8-2H)n is shifted towards the monomer 

compared to building block 3 without S18D substitution. Reaction conditions: (NH4)HCO3 

(50 mM), pH 7.8, air, overall building block concentration of (i) 250 μM and (ii) 100 μM.
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Figure 5: Structural characterization of peptide [2]Catenane 3-2H by NMR spectroscopy and 
mass spectrometry.
(a) Chemical structure of [2]catenane 3-2H (cis/trans configuration of amide bonds is 

not taken into account) and schematic representation to indicate the directionality of 

the rings (arrows point from N- to C-terminus). (b) MS analysis of [2]catenane 3-2H: 

(top) mass spectrum and (bottom) CID experiment (25 V collision voltage) with mass

selected [(3-2H)+2H]2+ ion. After cleavage of a covalent bond, the [2]catenane ion (m/z 
1008.0) fragments into its ring subcomponents (m/z 1015.5 and 1200.5). (c) Schematic 

representation and MS spectra of post-assembly modification of 3-2H by carboxypeptidase, 

which selectively removes the Phe-10 residue. Reaction conditions: (i) Carboxypeptidase B 

and carboxypeptidase Y, sodium acetate (50 mM, pH 6.0), 31 h, rt. (d) Partial 1H NMR 

and 1H,1H TOCSY spectra (800 MHz, 295 K, H2O/D2O = 95:5) of [2]catenane 3-2H (1.03 

mM) show the overlap of two peak sets. Signals of the minor conformer are marked with an 

apostrophe. Correlations between the aromatic protons of Tyr-9 and Tyr-20 are highlighted 

in the TOCSY spectrum. (e) Solution NMR structure of the major co-conformation of 

[2]catenane 3-2H in water. The backbone of all residues and selected side chains are 
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shown as sticks. Hydrogen and backbone oxygen atoms are removed for the sake of clarity, 

nitrogen atoms are shaded darker and the disulfide bond is colored yellow. The lowest 

energy structure of the conformational ensemble is shown. An overlay of the top 20 energy

minimized structures can be found in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. 

44).
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